100% ULTRA-PREMIUM SILICONE
All Tantus Toys are made from Tantus’ own unique
formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Silicone. The superior
quality of Tantus silicone makes all Tantus Toys
hypoallergenic, non-toxic, phthalate free, odorless,
bleachable, boilable and even dishwasher safe. These
factors combined make Tantus Toys the safest and most
pleasurable toys on the market. A toy from Tantus is
meant to be used and with minimal care Tantus Toys
can last a lifetime.

Tantus Hurra Cane
Caning was a common form of judicial punishment and official school discipline in many
parts of the world in the 19th and 20th centuries. The impact of the standard rattan cane
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can be very intense; Tantus Hurra Cane takes it up a couple of notches.
The Tantus Hurra Cane is a whole different type of impact toy—the possibilities are only
limited to your imagination. 3/8 diameter and 15 inches of length, the Hurra Cane is
flexible and yet very strong and, being Tantus Silicone, there isn’t a “breaking point” unlike
with Rattan. Because it’s Tantus Silicone, it transmits energy very effectively and takes very
little in terms of strike force. You may also use the Hurra Cane in a whip-like fashion. The
handle (1.5 by 6 inches) is very effective for blunt impact play and as a potential heavily
textured dildo for internal use. And, because the Hurra Cane is made from Tantus Silicone,
you can thoroughly cleanse the toy. With a little care, Hurra Cane will last a lifetime.

•

Transmits Energy Effectively

•

Flexible Yet Strong

•

Handle Is Perfect For
Blunt Impact Play

•

Handle Can Be Used As
A Textured Dildo

Handle Diameter: 1.48" / 3.75 cm

Cane Width: 0.4” / 1.01 cm

Total Length: 22" / 55.88 cm

Weight: 6.6 oz / 187.1 g

Hurra Cane
P6842

Use Tip: Start slow and build up momentum checking in regularly with your partner.

